
The IMPACT Centre provides an opportunity for 
organizations to exploit technology advances and 
engineering expertise to foster product development as 
well as develop strategies to optimize success for a 
sustainable business in Canada.

With an initial core focus on naval systems, the IMPACT 
Centre is a unique business resource for domestic and 
international suppliers working alongside academia to 
expand and strengthen their product offering.

If you are interested in becoming a partner, visit our 
website to learn more: www.lockheedmartin.ca

Become an IMPACT Centre Partner

Lockheed Martin Canada
IMPACT CENTRE
Investing in Canada’s Future

For more information,
please contact:

Lockheed Martin IMPACT Centre
501 Palladium Drive
Ottawa, Ontario
K2V 0A2
613-599-3280



Located within Lockheed Martin Canada’s newest 
facility in Ottawa, the IMPACT Centre is the 
company’s latest initiative to invest in 
state-of-the-art facilities and infrastructure across 
Canada to accelerate technology development 
and promote a thriving culture of innovation. 
It will serve as a demonstration and collaboration 
area with customers, industry and community 
partners. 

Lockheed Martin Canada’s IMPACT Centre is designed 
to drive significant economic growth across Canada - 
bringing Canadian industry and academia together for 
critical research, development, and advancement of 
innovative technologies. 

Lockheed Martin Canada created the IMPACT Centre 
with a vision to promote the growth of small Canadian 
businesses, advance research, support sustainability, 
and enhance Canada’s capability for major exports in 
defence and technology sectors.

The IMPACT Centre is an interactive space showcasing 
innovative solutions for our customers, industry and 
community partners.

INNOVATION
Fuelling Innovation in Canadian Industry

The IMPACT Centre will act as a hub for Lockheed 
Martin Canada’s research and development 
activity, seeking to strengthen relationships with 
Canadian universities and academia. The Centre 
will provide valuable expertise to participants and 
support the advancement Canadian innovation.

COLLABORATION
Supporting Canadian Research and Creativity 

Investing in Canada’s Future

Lockheed Martin Canada’s future success depends 
on a constant supply of highly trained and capable 
technical talent. The IMPACT Centre is part of our 
commitment to STEM education, helping to 
educate and inspire tomorrow’s scientists, 
engineers and mathematicians. 

The IMPACT Centre is a venue to meet with 
students and community partners to explore how 
we can work together to advance STEM education. 

MENTORSHIP
Mentoring our Next Generation of 
High Tech Professionals

At the heart of the IMPACT Centre, is an initial 
core focus on naval systems and the competitive 
naval combat systems world market. Work 
showcased at the Centre will aim to meet 
Canada’s needs for the Canadian Surface 
Combatant and international opportunities. The 
IMPACT Centre will also look to harness leading 
technologies in:

- Sustainment 
- Performance-based logistics
- And More!

- Training 
- Solar Energy

TECHNOLOGY
Engineering a Better Tomorrow 
Through Transformative Technology

As part of Canada's Defence Procurement Strategy 
and the Industrial and Technological Benefit policy, 
Lockheed Martin Canada’s partnerships with 
industrial suppliers will flow through the IMPACT 
Centre. 

With a particular emphasis on small to medium 
companies, partnerships at the Centre will 
promote the growth of Canadian businesses and 
enhance Canada’s capability for major exports in 
the defence and technology sectors. 

PARTNERSHIP
Growing Canadian Industry and 
Capability for Major Exports


